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INTRODUCTION 

The Canadian Coalition for Green Health Care (the Coalition) is a nationally incorporated not-for-profit 

coalition of health care organisations, a green health care resource network, and a national catalyst for 

environmental advancement in health care. Our vision is a climate resilient, environmentally-sustainable, net 

zero health care system.  At the Coalition, we are always excited by the opportunity to make new connections 

and work with like-minded partners to bring about positive environmental change. While Coalition 

memberships are limited to hospitals and health care providers, corporations that prioritize and promote 

sustainability in health care are invited to join us in sponsoring Coalition initiatives and collaborate with us 

through the various opportunities outlined in this document. 

 

1. SUSTAINABILITY CHAMPION RECOGNITION PROGRAM 

Our Sustainability Champions program is dedicated to recognizing corporations that have made a substantive 

commitment to making health care more sustainable. Companies, large and small, can benefit from joining the 

Sustainability Champion recognition program, enjoying various opportunities and discounts while working 

together to move the sustainability needle. Visit the Sustainability Champions page on our website to learn 

more. 

 

Benefits 

Being a Sustainability Champion can benefit your company in a number of ways:  

• Presentation: Present your story to senior leaders and decision-makers in our Climate Smart 

Health Care Solutions webinar series.  

• Recognition: Be featured in our Annual Green Health Care Report, our bi-weekly digital newsletter 

and dedicated web-site page where we feature your logo and corporate profile.  

• Feature our Sustainability Champion badge and certificate of recognition on your website, 

attesting to your commitment to sustainable health care.   

• Networking: Gain priority access to collaborate/work directly with other like-minded champions and 

green health practitioners to define projects, identify areas of research and education, access 

information not currently available to the general public and be seen as a valued Canadian thought 

leader within our health sector. 

• Education: Provide targeted educational opportunities to health care leaders, professionals, staff and 

volunteers in your area of interest through virtual events, seminars, meetings, and conferences as well 

as case studies, newsletters, and online webinars. 
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Pricing 

Sustainability Champion pricing is based on your organisation's size. 

1. 1-9 employees: $500.00/year 

2. 10-49 employees: $1,000.00/year 

3. 50-249 employees: $1,500.00/year 

4. 250-999 employees: $3,500.00/year 

5. 1,000 or more employees: $5000.00/year 
 

2. GREEN HEALTHCARE SCORECARD SPONSORSHIP 

The Green Hospital Scorecard (GHS) program was developed collaboratively in 2013 by the Coalition and the 

Ontario Hospital Association (OHA) through Ontario’s Green Hospital Champion Fund and supportive funding 

from the Ontario Ministry of Consumer and Government Services. Since 2016, the Coalition has been managing 

the GHS and has enjoyed participation from over 100 hospitals across Canada, adding to the GHS’s core value 

through the addition of new stewardship elements. Recently, the Coalition expanded the scorecard to include 

long-term care organisations and will become known as the Green Health Care Scorecard (GHS).  

 
The purpose of the GHS is to provide health care leaders with a vehicle for standardized, sector-specific 

environmental benchmarking and to provide hospitals and long-term care facilities with environmental 

information that will assist them in achieving environmental and economic benefits such as reduced 

greenhouse gas emissions and improved energy, water and waste efficiency. This allows for the enhancement 

of existing benchmark data, refinement of collection methodologies, and the creation of meaningful reporting 

data to inform the sector, hospital executives and future conservation programming. It raises the health care 

organisation’s awareness, motivates change and incites improvements in the environmental sphere by 

recognizing each participating health care facility's individual achievements. 

 
Environmental performance in five areas is highlighted in the GHS: Energy, Water, Waste, Pollution 

Prevention, and Corporate Leadership.  

 

The GHS has multiple benefits for participating hospitals and long-term care facilities: 

•  Provides a high-level snapshot of the organisation's environmental performance against a 

backdrop of de-identified peer data; 

• Helps identify potential areas for improvements to environmental performance and operational 

efficiency; 

• Informs target-setting; 
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• Offers the opportunity for achievements to be recognized through annual Gold, Silver and Bronze 

achievement levels; 

• Encourages excellence by honoring participating organisations with annual Green Health Care 

Awards. 

 
Previous award sponsors have included the Independent Electricity System Operator (IESO), Trane Inc., and 

Medtronic Canada. You may choose to sponsor one or more award categories and also have the opportunity 

to announce the award winners during the virtual awards ceremony. Visit the Green Hospital Scorecard page 

to learn more about the program, the awards, and watch past award ceremonies. See below for the pricing 

details. 

 
Green Healthcare Scorecard Sponsorship Pricing 
 
1. Regular Sponsor: $5,000.  

2. Sustainability Champions: $3,500. 
 

 
3. CLIMATE SMART LEADERSHIP WEBINAR SERIES  

The Climate Smart Health Care Solution webinar series will build knowledge, skills, and capacity among health 

care professionals, leaders, and staff. Through knowledge sharing and networking, we will build a cadre of 

change-makers to lead the transformation of health care into an environmentally sustainable, climate 

resilient, net-zero health system. climate-smart leaders. This year, the series is proposed cover the circular 

economy, energy management, medical imaging an devices, anesthetic gases and inhalers, climate change 

adaptation and resilience, pharmaceuticals and reagents, designing green health care facilities, sustainable 

procurement, funding green initiatives,    

Get in touch to discuss benefits and details.  

 

4. CUSTOMIZED WEBINARS AND PODCASTS 

Sponsoring a customized webinar could be a way for your organisation to gain visibility and lead the 

conversation on sustainability in health care in an area of interest to you. Sustainability Champions have a fee 

discount to co-host webinars with the Coalition or to sponsor their own webinars. We are constantly looking to 

collaborate with others to educate the health sector on the importance of sustainability, and to provide 

potential solutions to tackle problems relating to sustainability in the sector. Contact us to discuss options for 

organising custom-tailored webinars in which you would have opportunity to profile topics related to your 

organisations interests and expertise. See below for pricing details. 
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Pricing 

1. Regular pricing: $5,000.00 per 60-minute webinar or podcast.  

2. Discounted Sustainability Champions pricing: $3,000.00 per 60-minute webinar 

• Ask us about webinars longer than 60 minutes  
 

5. HEALTH-SHARE ASSET SHARING PLATFORM 

The Coalition has partnered with FLOOW2 Healthcare, a division of FLOOW2 Nederland BV, to create 

specialized health care marketplaces for Canada’s health care stakeholders. FLOOW2 facilitates global 

businesses-to-business sharing marketplace solutions on which health care organisations can share 

equipment, services, personnel, facilities, knowledge, waste and materials. They have also developed a 

unique sharing platform that brings organisations, or departments within organisations, together to share 

overcapacity locally, regionally or globally. The Coalition acts as a social enterprise and is the exclusive 

Canadian health care partner for FLOOW2. Asset sharing results in extra revenue, cost savings, improved 

sustainability, an enriched network, and enhances the functioning of the circular economy. 

 
Benefits 

 
a. Having your own customized sharing platform can help improve relationships with your existing 

customers/stakeholders by offering them access to low-cost equipment from your inventory at 

any time. 

b. When optimizing usage of available capacity/resources, unnecessary purchase of new products can 

be avoided, saving money, energy and resources. This will help propel your organisation towards a 

sustainable future! 

c. This innovative way of collaborating with other organisations, departments or stores brings a 

different mindset to organisations and our society. Rather than nourishing a competitive 

environment, you can now start looking for win-win situations where new, unexpected, and 

interesting collaborations may arise. 

 
Being a Sustainability Champion entitles you to a Health-Share account. Click here to visit Health-Share. 

 

Pricing 

1. One-time set up fee: $10,000. 

2. Recurring annual fee: $7,200. 
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6. CASE STUDIES 

We often publish case studies in collaboration with organisations who possess subject matter expertise. 

Typically, the case studies provide information on how a hospital’s performance was improved through the use 

of new technologies or processes, thereby lending context to the new technology. Case studies can be a 

powerful tool in telling a story while referencing tangible and proven results driven by innovation. You have 

the opportunity to sponsor a case study on a particular technology, process or innovation that yielded positive 

results for you and your client. Sustainability Champions are also entitled to a reduced fee for case study 

sponsorships. In doing so, your organisation could potentially gain higher visibility and credibility among key 

industry stakeholders across Canada. You can read some of our past case studies here and in the resources 

section here. 

 

Pricing 

$ 3,500 - $5,000. Depending on length of cases study and degree to which subject content is made available by 
the sponsor.  

 

GET IN TOUCH 

To learn more about sponsorship opportunities or programs that interest you, get in touch with us and we will 

be glad to set up a call to discuss the details.  

 

Neil Ritchie Executive Director (902) 489-9123 
 neil.ritchie@greenhealthcare.ca 




